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REPORT 1251 STATE OF WASHINGTON
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION


RUN NOV 16, 2009 @ 15:11


SUMMARY OF FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT ENROLLMENT AS REPORTED ON FORM P223 FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING 2010


THE COLLEGE ENROLLMENT IS REPORTED BELOW AND IS NOT INCLUDED IN ENROLLMENT REPORTED ABOVE:


VOC-SECNDRY 51.80 50.60 49.40
50.60


VOCATIONAL 2.40 2.10
2.25


NONVOC. 24.10 21.90
23.00


RUNNING START OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE AVERAGE


TWELFTH 87.80 91.20 91.00 90.00


ELEVENTH 89.00 90.00 87.80 88.93


TENTH 121.00 121.00 121.00 121.00


NINTH 144.00 145.00 139.60 142.87


EIGHTH 122.80 120.80 120.80 121.47


SEVENTH 125.20 126.20 127.20 126.20


SIXTH 130.80 130.80 132.80 131.47


FIFTH 130.00 129.00 128.96 129.32


FOURTH 135.00 136.00 136.00 135.67


THIRD 133.00 133.00 132.00 132.67


SECOND 97.00 99.00 100.00 98.67


FIRST 98.00 96.39 97.00 97.13


HALF-DY. 60.00 59.00 59.00 59.33


GRADES SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY AVERAGE


La Center S.D. No. 101 Clark County No. 06 E.S.D. 112


THE VOCATIONAL/SECONDARY AND SKILL CENTER ENROLLMENT BELOW IS INCLUDED IN GRADE 9-12 ENROLLMENT:


GRADES 9-12 441.80 447.20 439.40
442.80


GRADES 7-8 248.00 247.00 248.00
247.67


GRADES 5-6 260.80 259.80 261.76
260.79


GRADE 4 135.00 136.00 136.00
135.67


GRADES 1-3 328.00 328.39 329.00
328.46


KINDERGARTEN 60.00 59.00 59.00
59.33


*** TOTALS 1,473.60 1,477.39 1,473.16 1,474.72







REPORT 1251 STATE OF WASHINGTON
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION


RUN NOV 16, 2009 @ 15:11


SUMMARY OF FULL-TIME EQUIVALENT ENROLLMENT AS REPORTED ON FORM P223 FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING 2010


I hereby certify that all students are reported in accordance with enrollment reporting rules and instructions, and that supporting student
records are available for audit.


_________________________________________________
District Superintendent or Authorized Official


VOC-SECNDRY 7-8  * RUNNING START TOTAL 25.25


Grades 9-12


Grades 7-8


Grades 5-6


Grade 4


Grades 1-3


Kindergarten


TOTAL


P-223S SUMMER
ENROLLMENT ELIGIBLE
FOR BASIC SUPPORT


TOTAL OF P-240A
P-240B & P-223S


442.80


247.67


260.79


135.67


328.46


59.33


1,474.72


TOTAL
P-223


442.80


247.67


260.79


135.67


328.46


59.33


1,474.72


GRAND TOTAL


VOC-SECNDRY 9-12 *


* INCLUDED IN GRADE 9-12 P223S


SKILLS CENTR     * GRAND TOTAL
1,499.97


P-240A PRIVATE SCHOOL STUDENTS SERVED BY PUBLIC SCHOOLS


La Center S.D. No. 101 Clark County No. 06 E.S.D. 112


SUBTOTAL


GRADES SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY TOTAL


SUBTOTAL


P-240B HOME-BASED STUDENTS SERVED BY PUBLIC SCHOOLS


Voc-Secndry 50.60 50.60


Skill Cntr


Voc 7-8


VOCATIONAL PROGRAM TOTALS


P-223 P-223S GRAND TOTAL
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09/10 AVG FTE=1474.72








HAWK REPORT: NOVEMBER 2009 


 
The end of the November month is not only a celebration of Thanksgiving but is also a 


significant milestone for our kids as they have finished one third of the school year. There 


are little things that remind me of how wonderful a year it has been. A great example of 


that is my discipline file. I have yet to put the alphabetical dividers in it because there are 


not enough names to warrant that.  I thought about that lately; why we have seen such a 


change over the last two years. I think that it has to do with the approach that the kids 


have at the school. They know that they have ownership in the school and that they 


represent themselves and their families every day. 


 


I was discussing with Mark Mansell the other day how we should change the terminology 


of  rules to standards. School rules are conditions set by adults to tell students to follow a 


certain way to behave and act. Standards are what our students tend to live by. They 


know what the right thing to do is and they don’t need many reminders from us. I have 


been impressed by the number of times that student will come to me or a teacher and say 


we have a problem and we want your assistance and guidance to address this. They want 


to be a part of the solution to help their peers make good choices. Unfortunately, this can 


be seen as ‘snitching’ but our kids see it differently. They don’t want students making 


poor choices that impact the school and they have no problems addressing it with me. 


This is another example of why it is a great place to work. 


 


This month I continue my regular chats with local sports equipment reps about buying 


more uniforms as more kids are coming out for athletics. I appreciate the work that Aaron 


McCoy and our coaches have made to make sure that all students get an opportunity to 


participate. Our wrestling numbers are getting bigger due to the growing numbers of girls 


coming out to wrestle. There have been a number of shell-shocked boys from opposition 


teams leaving the mat after taking on our girls. 


 


November would not be complete without our annual Veteran’s Day assembly. The 


morning and evening performances were packed to the rafters with students, veterans and 


community members paying their respect. Thanks to Mr. Pritchett, Mrs.Slinkard and Mr. 


Calabrese for a heartfelt assembly. The many veterans that I spoke to were very touched 


by not only the assembly but how respectful the students were. Thanks also to Cathy 


Peterson for preparing the coffee and treats after the assembly for the veterans. 


 


Our staff continues to work on ways to improve their practice. We had three more Lesson 


Studies this month. I got to play the opposite role this month where I was the teacher and 


the staff watched me teach. This was an enlightening experience to be on the other foot 


and it reminded me how much fun it is to be able to teach kids. I have been teaching a 


class for two weeks for one period a day as another teacher is absent and while it has 


been a lot of work I have enjoyed kicking off the rust and working with the students. 


 


The assessment group has also been meeting to address ways to improve assessment and 


addressing areas of concerns that students show in their work This month we worked on 







developing proficient standards for classroom presentations. Each teacher also brought in 


some completed tests to see if they addressed our learning targets for the students. It is 


just amazing when teachers just sit down and talk together about their profession, how 


much we can achieve. 


 


I have often said in my staff meetings that I am not the smartest person in the room and 


meetings like this validate this theory over and over. I am privileged to work with such a 


dedicated and intelligent group of teachers.  


 


I hope that you all have a wonderful Thanksgiving. I look forward to writing next 


month’s letter provided I survive my annual trek on my roof to put up Christmas lights. 


Putting up lights in the middle of winter is something this Aussie lad is still coming to 


terms with. Wish me luck. 


 


GO HAWKS 


 


David Cooke 


Principal 


La Center Middle School 
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Superintendent’s Report 
November 25


th
, 2009 


 


I have decided to do something a bit different this month with my superintendent’s report.  What 


is attached is a draft technology vision that really is more that just a technology vision.  It is 


actually a learning vision for the district that is rapidly becoming our organizational way of 


being.  I have seen how our teachers are beginning to think about learning in this new way that 


manifests itself in the learning environments they create for students.   


 


Please know that this way of being has absolutely nothing to do with computers, software or 


networks, but rather is a shift of thinking about learning.  So as you read the attached technology 


vision, please keep this in mind and do not get caught up in the idea that it is about equipment. 


The computers, software and networks, or more specifically defined as the information portal 


tools are simply there to increase the flow of information in, around and out from the learner so 


as to allow them to become part of the information age rather than just a bystander. 


 


As always, please give me a call if you have any questions.  Talk with you later. 


 


Mark 
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La Center School District Technology Vision 
 


Technology Vision Anchor 


Our technology vision is anchored upon the concept we must provide learners with the tools 


needed to increase the Flow of Information around them (in-flow and out-flow of information) as 


they learn.  This means to us that technology must provide increasing access to information in 


support of their learning, but also to provide the opportunity for learners to share back 


information into the broader network as well.  In other words, the learner needs to become part of 


the network of information both as a user as well as a supplier to fully tap into their innate 


need/desire to learn.  We believe this expansion of the in- and out-flow of information is central 


to the development of life-long learners who are prepared for a life of learning in the 21
st
 century. 


�  


Background Perspective on Vision Anchor 


Looking deeper at why this belief is so important we need to briefly look at how information has 


been used in the past to help students learn.  Schools still today continue to create learning 


environments using a 19
th


 century learning model (perfected during the 20
th


 century) where 


information is provided to students by teachers either through their own explanations (gathered 


mainly through learning from static information provided to them as students) or via static 


sources of information they use within their classrooms (e.g. textbooks, books, articles, videos, 


etc.).  Students are then asked to verify that the information provided to them has arrived in their 


memory safely through a variety of assessments that usually stop with the teacher to judge and 


assign a grade.  This is the traditional form of learning that most all of us currently experience 


and expect, or have experienced over the course of our own learning journey.  In most cases, it is 


all that we know or have ever known.  Using the flow of information to understand this learning 


model, it is important to see the in-flow as static or fixed and focused on what others outside of 


the learner deem as relevant and important.  The out-flow of information from the student is 


simply used as a measure for verification of in-flow information arrival and not typically as a 


measure of the connections with and/or ownership of the new knowledge created by the learner.   


 


This static information in-flow and “parrot” the information back out model is not the world our 


students either live in today or will be expected to live and work in beyond their traditional 


educational experience when complete.  One look at Google, Facebook, Twitter, Skype or 


Wikipedia will tell you the world has changed and in very significant and powerful ways.  


Without question our world is different, but how have schools changed to meet this new 


information topography? From our perspective the answer in most cases is very little.  How then 


should it change?  How do we get from here to there?  What will it take for us to make this 


journey successfully?  All we can offer as answers to these questions at this juncture is: We really 


don’t know for certain.  For those of us who are rooted in the 19
th


 century learning model, that 


answer is very uncomfortable because we are well trained to depend upon someone else to know 


“the answer” and for them to tell us what to do to “fix the problem”.  If you are wrestling with 


this notion consider the following question: Is attempting to change our learning model using the 


learning model we are trying to change going to produce different results?  In short, we believe 


that if there is a need to think differently then our strategy for change should begin by thinking 


differently. 
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So what does thinking differently really mean?  Doesn’t that mean we are going to just open up 


everything for the sake of opening things up?  Well, maybe.  But we need to begin our work by 


thinking about the destination we are heading for and what kind of thinking that learning 


environment will require of us.  With this in mind, if we want students to be more than 


“biological file cabinets” simply receiving static in-flow information then we believe it is critical 


that students need to learn how to tap into the array of information available, make sense of it 


building upon their own knowledge base and then connecting it to new knowledge they create for 


themselves and others.  In the information age (a.k.a. the 21
st
 century), true power comes from 


not only being efficient and effective collectors and users of information, but also efficient and 


effective communicators of new information we create.  This creation process requires students 


to use content to learn to think (i.e. analyze, evaluate and synthesize) rather than simply using 


content to learn to know. 


 


One final thought in this area is important to note. Without new sources of information being 


injected into the network, the “information age” will only be built upon a fixed body of 


information.  Put another way, ownership of information is not power but rather the ability to 


make sense of available information and adding to it with additional valuable information each of 


us creates is real power.  We believe this is what 21
st
 century learners will need to be able to 


know how to do in order to maximize their potential as a life-long learner. 


 


Technology Plan – The 40,000 ft. View 


With the ultimate aim to have available the tools to maximize the flow of information around 


students, we believe that our future is headed in the direction of a one-to-one computer (an 


information portal) to student ratio.  This view is supported by many schools across the country 


that are moving in this direction as well as textbook publishers moving to online resources rather 


than print only content.  Even though this is the direction we believe is the future, we also think 


that just giving students computers and access to information without fundamentally changing 


the way learning environments are created by teachers, understood by students and supported by 


parents is nothing more than an expensive way to deliver static content in a one-way flow of 


information.  What we (as educators) need to do is to learn for ourselves how to see the world 


differently before we can create the types of learning environments students need for 21
st
 century 


thinking.  To do this, we need to phase in the technology as we learn how to tap into an expanded 


flow of information.  


 


Phase One – We Need To Learn 


We need to create one-to-one “like” learning environments within specific content areas such as 


social studies first at the high school and then at the middle school.  One-to-one “like” means to 


us that the computers or information portals (i.e. netbooks) stay in the classroom rather than 


travel with the learner.  In this configuration, teachers and students will have the opportunity to 


learn how to create learning environments built upon the increased access to information as well 


as the greater ability to create and share information within a digital environment.  One might 


call this a pilot project, but we see it as a logical extension of our Lab Classroom Project concept 


but rather transforming it into a Digital Lab Classroom Project.  Additionally, we need to create 


an opportunity to erode the barriers of traditional school in our efforts to learn how to develop 


digital learning environments.  This could be done via a second digital lab classroom project 
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where we would create an Internet School built around students (many of whom are leaving our 


district for other digital learning or home schooling opportunities) who seek a differentiated 


learning pathway.   


 


Together these two learning options – Digital Lab Classroom Project & Internet School – are 


essential learning opportunities not only for students, but for our parents, teachers and 


administrators.  The system must change to support these new learning environments in effective 


ways if we fully expect to move the entire system to meet the board’s Ends Policy expectations 


of developing life-long learners. 


 


Phase Two – Scaling Up 


This phase will be structured in a way that takes what we learn from phase one and bring it to all 


learning environments within the district.  What this means exactly will depend upon what we 


learn in phase one, but know once again that we believe we are headed toward a one-to-one 


computer (i.e. information portal for each student) that expands the flow of information 


opportunity for each learner.  This model could be one-to-one in all secondary grades and 


classroom based computers close to or at a one-to-one ratio within the elementary.  What we 


learn in Phase one as well as how current content/textbook providers change in the years to come 


will certainly shape what scaling up within phase two means in the future. 


 


Phase Three – The Paradigm Has Changed 


At some future point in time given this current technological trajectory, we believe students will 


come to school with their own information portal as a general rule.  Whether this is a computer 


or some other form of hand held device (e.g. super phone), we believe that most students will 


own and provide their own information access/sharing tools.  Our technology work in terms of 


the flow of information will become similar to an internet service provider that is simply focused 


on providing the access point necessary to meet the demands for the in and out flow of 


information by learners.  Additionally, our technology work will also provide support for 


students who are unable to provide their own tools either because they are too specialized (i.e. 


Computer Aided Design – CAD, Digital Graphics, etc.) or because they are not able to afford 


their own information portal tools.  
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Monitoring Report - Executive Limitations Policy 


EL-13, Academic Standards and Practices 


 


BOARD POLICY EXPECTATION 


The Superintendent shall not fail to ensure that the district adopts a standards-based system 


of instruction with a rigorous and viable curriculum for specific courses of study intended 


to achieve the Board’s Ends policies.  


 


CERTIFICATION 


I hereby present my monitoring report on Executive Limitations Policy EL-13 “Academic 


Standards and Practices” in accordance with the monitoring schedule set forth in board 


policy. I certify that the information contained in this report is true as of November 24
th


, 


2009. 


       Mark Mansell, Superintendent 


 


SUPERINTENDENT’S INTERPRETATION OF POLICY 


I interpret the board’s expectation regarding academic standards and practices to mean the 


district must implement a coordinated and connected K-12 scope and sequence of 


curriculum that is both rigorous and appropriate to prepare students for their future 


pathways in life.  The curriculum and instructional strategies used by staff must also be 


research based and designed to meet content standards as defined either at the local level, 


state level and/or federal level.  I further interpret this policy to mean the board expects 


timely and effective communication with parents about their student’s progress as well as 


stakeholder involvement in the process of developing new and/or significantly changing 


existing district academic programs and standards. 


REPORT 


 


There are eight specific areas described in this policy.  The following will address each of 


the areas of EL-13 as best as possible.  At the time of this report, I believe the district is in 


compliance with all these board expectations. 


 


1. The superintendent shall not fail to implement rigorous academic content 
standards that reflect research based “best practices”.  IN COMPLIANCE 


The district continues to strive to create high quality learning environments that are 


built upon rigorous academic content standards provided to us by the state.  We are 


consistently reviewing best practices and researching curriculum to find what best 


meets the needs of our students.  We are currently operating on a 7-year adoption 


cycle for each of our departments.  The actual adoption process takes three years, 


using the first year to research practices and curriculum, the second year to review 


materials and the third to implement and provide the initial staff development 


around the adoption.   
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Over the past year we have learned a lot relative to our practices in this work.  


What we have learned from the effort to review and select math curriculum 


materials significantly caused us to reflect on our practice and rethink what and 


why we select and use content.  This learning has helped us really begin to think 


differently about content so as to see it as a “means” to an “end” rather than an 


“end” itself.  This new thinking has allowed for many new and innovate solutions 


to come forward (e.g. SuccessMaker, Bridge Math, etc.) so as to wrap around 


various students rather than working to find a one-size fits all curriculum.  To be 


sure we have lots more to learn but I am confident we are headed in the right 


direction.   


 


2. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that the district works with staff, 


parents, students, appropriate elements of the community, and others to review, 


and revise content standards to ensure maximum and continuing effectiveness.  


IN COMPLIANCE 


The district follows a seven-year adoption schedule.  The adoption process includes 


the research and review of up-to-date research based materials that meet state and 


national standards in order to maximize the potential for student success.  In 


addition, materials go through a rigorous review and evaluation process to identify 


materials with a maximum level of alignment of standards, assessment and 


instructional strategies, as well as district philosophical stance on the type of 


learning environments we seek to create. When appropriate, materials are piloted 


prior to adoption to identify potential staff development needs and necessary 


support for successful implementation.   


 


As stated in #1 above, we learned a lot last year with our math adoption.  Parents 


and engaged community members, along side of staff continue to work on learning 


what content and learning opportunities might be best for students.  This work has 


not always been neat and clean, but my sense is the ownership is high and the 


desire to meet all students where they are rather than expect them to meet us is 


strong and clear.  An example of this is the work the high school is doing to help 


students transition from middle school and to adapt the new curriculum to student 


needs.  They are listening to students and parents, creating alternative strategies to 


help students learn, as well as really working hard to reflect on their own practice 


as learning environment leaders.  Again, this work is not always tidy but I believe 


the energy and desire that is necessary to meet the intent of this expectation is 


present and strong. 


 


3. The superintendent shall not fail to implement a rigorous and viable curriculum 


and program of instruction aligned with Federal, State, and the District’s 


adopted content standards to provide students with the educational experiences 


needed to achieve the standards.  IN COMPLIANCE 
The district focus is to provide staff with the necessary information and resources 


to implement a rigorous and viable curriculum and program of instruction aligned 


with national, state and district adopted content standards. The primary concern for 


all new courses and the adoption of materials is to support the successful 
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implementation of courses that align with standards of the state and national 


organizations and with NCLB in a way that supports student success. 


 


The staff has and continues to connect their work to state standards.  An example of 


this is within science where the state has recently published new standards.  Staff 


has begun to review these standards and to plan for how they will weave them into 


their instruction.   


 


Beyond the standards, as stated previously, our staff is working hard to rethink how 


they create learning environments that help students use the content to learn rather 


than simply using it to know.  Our learning to learn model and their work in the 


professional learning communities and Lab Classroom Project Teams are focused 


on rethinking their practice in order to create 21
st
 century learning environments for 


students. 


 


4. The superintendent shall not fail to develop assessments that will adequately 


measure each student’s progress toward achieving the content standards.   


IN COMPLIANCE 
The district uses annual state assessments as a primary indicator of student progress 


in grades 4-11 (students assessed in the spring of the previous year). In addition, 


classroom based assessments aligned with state grade level expectations (GLEs) 


are used to monitor student progress throughout the year. The district curriculum, 


instruction and assessment (CIA) department provide building support to assess 


student achievement in reading using DIBELS (Dynamic Indicator of Basic Early 


Literacy) assessments three times each year in grades K-6. In grades 7-12, students 


are assessed for reading (other than the WASL) on an as needed basis.  Additional 


tools such as SuccessMaker for math have been added to provide us important 


information on student progress. 


 


Staff has been working hard to rethink their use of assessments and how they are 


used to change their practice.  This shift of mind is different than simply using 


assessments as verification that the content has arrived in the students’ minds 


safely. 


 


5. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that parents are kept informed of 


student progress toward achieving content standards and how such progress is 


measured.  IN COMPLIANCE 
Parents are informed of student progress through progress reports, report cards, 


parent conferences, and individual contacts.  Student Learning Plans (SLPs) are 


developed for struggling students to outline ways to adjust instruction and enlist 


parental support to ensure student success toward academic standards is achieved. 


 


Staff also uses their individual teacher web pages, on-line teacher plan books and 


PowerSchool (now Skyward) as additional tools to keep parents well informed on 


student progress.  Additionally, parents receive WASL scores showing their 
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student’s results.   In the elementary, SuccessMaker for math has also been added 


to help show student progress data. 


 


6. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that all LCSD secondary students 


have an education plan for their high school experience.  IN COMPLIANCE 
We continue to implement, explore and redesign as necessary a program known as 


Navigation 101.  A key piece of this work is built around student-led conferences.  


Two important new frameworks have been added this year which are the new 


graduation requirements and the associated Pathways model for learning.  With 


these now in place, our work with Navigation 101 needs to be further refined as a 


wrap-around process to these frameworks.  With the technical, academic and 


honors pathways now more specifically articulated in the graduation requirements, 


I believe students via their work in Navigation 101 will have a more solid 


foundation to base their course selection.  Without question, there will be lots more 


to learn in this work yet at this juncture based on what we know now I believe we 


are meeting the intent of this expectation. 


 


7. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that all LCSD secondary students 


have an education plan for the year following graduation.  IN COMPLIANCE 
As stated in number 6 above, Navigation 101 requires the development of a post-


secondary plan for each student.  This plan is developed currently in 9
th


 grade and 


is used as a tool in the selection of courses.   


 


8. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that all LCSD students demonstrate 


through a culminating project the comprehensive application of academic and 


work competencies inherent in LCSD Ends.  IN COMPLIANCE 
All high school students are supported in the creation of their own comprehensive 


portfolio throughout their high school years.  Part of this process is the creation of a 


fifth-year plan delineating their post-secondary pathway choices.  As part of 


Navigation 101, students present their plans and portfolio’s to parents, family and 


faculty advisors.  For seniors, this serves as their culminating project.  This 


program is now entering into its third year.  Work to align this process to the boards 


Ends Policies is also underway as we are now entering our third full year using 


these polices to guide organizational actions.  The board’s recent revision of these 


policies will also assist us in our work to raise the cognitive demand of learning 


environments and ultimately the culminating project. 


 


With all that said, I know we can and need to make this experience better.  The 


high school Navigation 101 Captains (grade level leaders) are working to develop 


additional ideas to improve the program and I believe in conjunction with our 


technology efforts we will be able to enhance this opportunity even further for 


students. 








LA CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 101 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


REGULAR MEETING 


 
Minutes 


October 27, 2009 
7:00 p.m. 


High School Library 
 


Present:  Superintendent Mark Mansell, and board members Melissa Miller, Bob Taylor, and John 
Parsons  
Minutes taken by:  Laurie Kansanback 
Administrators:  Dave Holmes, David Cooke, Carol Patton, Scott Lincoln and Bonnie Lock  
Staff:  Dan Bentson-Royal and Ruth Schrock 
Guests:  Walter Hansen, Melissa Flatt, Josh Soske, JoAnn Wohlers and numerous Students 


 
PART 1.0 – CALL TO ORDER 


Mrs. Miller called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. with the flag salute. 


 
Corrections or Changes to the Agenda: 
None 
 
Audience and Board Communication: 
“Say Something Positive” 
Mr. Parsons is impressed with the Principals’ reports.  Everything going on seems to be reaching out to 
the student on the fringe and appears to be very intentional.  Also, congratulations to the football team for 
being first in the Trico League.  Mr. Taylor finally got to see a YouTube video!  Also, he attended parent 
conferences which he felt went very well.  He is also very pleased with the linkages between grades (i.e. 
5th & 6th) talked about in the Principal reports.  Mrs. Miller stated that she had done some business with 
people who had chosen to live in La Center because of the schools.  Also, she was very impressed with 
the report Mr. Cooke had turned in.  The self-reflection displayed in his telling of the parent whose child 
is struggling was very inspiring.  Dr. Mansell shared his perspective that parents in La Center are very 
supportive.  He had met with parents on a discipline hearing and they were really positive and taking 
responsibility for their child.  It is awesome to work in a place where that is the norm, not the exception.  
Mr. Bentson-Royal announced that the Tech Interviews had paid off in a great new hire, Mr. Scott Barker.  
Mr. Holmes shared how much has been learned from last spring’s math curriculum adoption process.  The 
current instructional materials adoptions seem to be going much better.  Ms. Patton is excited about the 
“vertical teaming” going on in the Intermediate School.  Fall Carnival was a huge success and a great big 
thanks goes out to the PTO and all the volunteers that helped.  Last, but certainly not least, kudos to 
Walter Hansen for his “Big Brother” type of volunteering with kids that need a role model.  Mr. Cooke 
took this opportunity to thank his Wednesday morning parent help.  So far this year they have helped 
raise $4500 worth of books from the Book Fair among other things.  Also, Mr. Cooke is working on 
helping students be more responsible so this year, if they were late with their permission slips for the 
dance, their parent had to personally bring it in.  When Mr. Cooke’s e-mail lit up he prepared himself to 
be “chewed out” but it was an overwhelming number of parents offering their support for his 
responsibility campaign.  Phew!  Mr. Lincoln shared that the primary Lab Classroom Project (LCP) had a 
lesson and all got to observe.  It was AWESOME!  Also, he has made a change to the way Student of the 
Month is celebrated.  Starting with November honored students will be attending the “Bobcat Breakfast”.  
In November it will be Josh Soske doing the cooking.  Mr. Soske felt compelled to share about CISPUS 







and the opportunity it presents for students, staff and community members.  He cannot say enough about 
how important this program is in his opinion.  Mrs. Lock shared how interesting it has been to see parent 
conferences from the “other side” now that she is back in the classroom.  Mr. Hansen talked about LCEF 
and their fundraisers as well as the truly awesome job MS Football Coach Karl Johnson has done.  Mrs. 
Schrock spoke on behalf of the K-3 staff and thanked the board for their smaller class sizes.  She went 
into some detail regarding all the ways teachers benefit from having less students.  
  
Public Input 
None 


 
PART 2.0 – CONSENT AGENDA will be acted upon with a single motion unless a board member 
desires to remove an item from the agenda. 
 
Motion 09/10-12    made by Mr. Taylor, seconded by Mr. Parsons, 
      to approve the consent agenda as follows: 
 
 2.1 Approval of Minutes (GP-8 & EL-11) 
  A. Minutes of meeting held September 22, 2009 
  B. Minutes of Special Meeting held October 13, 2009 
 
 2.2 Vouchers (EL-8, EL-10 & EL-11) 
  A. Payroll for October in an amount not to exceed $653,793.94 
  B. General Fund Warrants #75509-75640 in the amount of  $210,256.85 
  C. Capital Projects Fund Warrants #1314-1315 in the amount of $ 2,489.75 
  D. ASB Fund Warrants #7458-7498 in the amount of $23,285.30 
  E. Private Purpose Fund Warrant #222 in the amount of $295.00 
 
 2.3 Personnel (EL-4 & EL-11) 
  A. Classified 
  B. Certificated 
   1. Amanda Williams, Non-continuing .459 Kindy Teacher 
 
 2.4 Donations: 
  A. Community Foundation for SWWa:  $10,000 for 09-10 CISPUS 
  B. Barbara Blystone:  Donation of goods to PTO Holiday Shoppe valued at 
   $871.75 
  C. Wendy Chord:  Books to K-8 Library valued at $200.00 
  D. Jeannie Yates:  K-8 Book Donation valued at $503.00 
  E. La Center Lion’s Club:  Wheel Chair to ES for Student Use 
  F. Nancy Buhrmester:  $1,000 to the K-8 Library in memory of her mother 
   Exie Ann Loch, who passed away this past summer. 
  G. LCEF (La Center Education Foundation):  Portable Hydraulic Bleachers  
   Valued at $65,000. 
 
 2.5 Other Items for Board Review (EL-8 & EL-11) 
  A. Superintendent’s Report  
   1. Principals’ Report – PS, IS, MS, HS 
   2. Curriculum Director Report  
   3. Technology Director Report  
   4. Budget Report 
    a. Budget Status 







    b. Cash Flow Analysis Chart 
    c. Cash Flow Analysis 
   5. Enrollment Report 
    a. Enrollment History Graph 
    b. FTE Enrollment 
    c. Head Count Enrollment 
   6. Impact Fee Report 
 
      Motion Carried 


 
PART 3.0 – LINKAGE 
 
 3.1 Linkage with Levy Committee:  Dr. Mansell presented information to help the 
  Board understand the current needs of the district and the part the soon to be  
  expired levy plays.  He also asked for a sense of direction by the November 10th 
  workshop. 
 
PART 4.0 – ASSURANCE OF ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE (Monitoring  


Reports) ACTION REQUIRED 


 


 4.1 Monitoring Report:  EL-18 Mandatory Policies 
 
Motion 09/10-13    made by Mr. Taylor, seconded by Mr. Parsons 
      To approve Monitoring Report EL-18 Mandatory 
       Policies as submitted. 
 
      Motion Carried 
 
PART 5.0 – WRITTEN POLICY 
 
 5.1 Second Reading of Revised Ends Policies 1, 2, 3 & 4: 
 
Motion 09/10-14    made by Mr. Taylor, seconded by Mr. Parsons 
      To approve the second reading of revised Ends 
      Policies 1, 2, 3 & 4 as submitted. 
 
      Motion Carried 
 
 5.2 Second Reading of New Policy & Procedure 3422 & 3422P: 
 
Motion 09/10-15    made by Mr. Parsons, seconded by Mr. Taylor 
      To approve the second reading of new policy and 
      Procedure 3422 & 3422P as submitted. 
 
      Motion Carried 
 
 5.3 Second Reading of Revised Policy & Procedure 4260 & 4260P: 
 
Motion 09/10-16    made by Mr. Parsons, seconded by Mr. Taylor 
      To approve the second reading of revised policy 
      And procedure 4260 & 4260P as submitted. 







 
      Motion Carried 
 
PART 6.0 – OTHER ITEMS NEEDING BOARD ACTION/DISCUSSION 


 
 6.1 KWRL Annual Meeting is on October 29th at 7 pm in Woodland.  Just a 
  Reminder for Mr. Taylor. 
 
 6.2 Veteran’s Day Assemblies:  Dr. Mansell invited all board members to attend 
  One or more of the Veteran’s Day assemblies listed on the memo in their board 
  Packet. 
 
 6.3 November Workshop:  Topics for the upcoming workshop include the Levy.   
  Mrs. Miller expressed an interest in learning more about the Lab Classroom  
  Projects going on in each school sometime in the future.  
 
PART 7.0 – EXECUTIVE SESSION 
None needed. 
 
PART 8.0 – ADJOURNMENT 


 


 8.1 Review of Quarterly Board Self-Assessment (GP-2-E) 
 
 8.2 Signing of Board Documents (GP-2-E) 
 
The meeting adjourned at 8:05 p.m. 
 
 
___________________________________  __________________________________ 
Board Chair      Member 
 
___________________________________  __________________________________ 
Member      Member 
 
___________________________________  __________________________________ 
Member      Board Secretary   
 


 
 








 2011 - 2012


La Center School Calendar


DRAFT
Teacher Learning Improvement Day Aug. 29


S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
  1 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Teacher Workday Aug. 30


3 4 5 6 7 8 9 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
10 11 12 13 14 15 16 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 School Starts Aug. 31
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 29 30 31     Labor Day Sept. 5
31   


State In Service Oct. 14


S M T W T F S S M T W T F S Veterans Day Nov. 11
 1 2 3 4 5 6   1 2 3 4
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Thanksgiving Vacation 23, 24, 25
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 Winter Vacation Begins Dec. 19
28 29 30 31    26 27 28 29
  School Resumes Jan. 3


Martin Luther King's Birthday Jan. 16


S M T W T F S S M T W T F S 90th Day of School Jan. 27
  1 2 3    1 2 3


4 5 6 7 8 9 10 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Teacher Workday Jan. 30
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 11 12 13 14 15 16 17
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 Presidents' Day Feb. 20
25 26 27 28 29 30 25 26 27 28 29 30 31


Spring Vacation March 26-30


Memorial Day May 28


S M T W T F S S M T W T F S
  1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 High School Graduation June 9


September March


October April


July January


August February


  1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 High School Graduation June 9
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 Final Day Classes June 13
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 22 23 24 25 26 27 28
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 29 30     Teacher Workday June 14
30 31


School Closure Makeup Days


1st Day June 14


S M T W T F S S M T W T F S 2nd Day June 15
 1 2 3 4 5   1 2 3 4 5 3rd Day June 18


6 7 8 9 10 11 12 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 4th Day June 19
13 14 15 16 17 18 19 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 5th Day June 20
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 20 21 22 23 24 25 26
27 28 29 30    27 28 29 30 31       School Holiday or Student Non-Attendance
    


          First and Last Days of School


S M T W T F S S M T W T F S     Teacher Workday (Student Non-Attendance)
  1 2 3    1 2


4 5 6 7 8 9 10 3 4 5 6 7 8 9     High School Graduation
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
18 19 20 21 22 23 24 17 18 19 20 21 22 23      90th Day of School
25 26 27 28 29 30 31 24 25 26 27 28 29 30


      K-12 Early Release            


      K-8 Early Release    


December June


November May


Adoped by the Board: 








La Center High School November board report 


2009 


C Curriculum-  We have completed our first health adoption meeting and 


have a second scheduled for December 3
rd


.  We have added a second student to the group 


based on a consensus from the group that the student voice was vital.  Colten Fox will be 


joining us.  I have collected the instructional materials used by Ridgefield, Hockinson 


and Kalama from their Principals and we will be reviewing this material as part of our 


process.  Our math department continues to work hard at implementing the new math 


curriculum and I have sent a memo to Mark that details much of our work over the last 


month concerning Math A.  It my understanding that he will be sharing it with you in the 


board packet.  If you have any additional questions please ask.  I would add that Math B, 


based on our best judgment, seems to be going very well. 


A Athletics-  The fall sports season is over and winter has started.  We have 


really great turnout for both basketball and wrestling.  The number of girls wrestling 


continues to grow which is very encouraging.  The girls cross country team once again 


placed 2
nd


 in the state after winning the district championship for the fourth season in a 


row.  This is the third year in a row that they’ve been 2
nd


 and as we like to say, we are the 


state 1A public school champions. (we’ve lost to Kings all three years)  The boys cross 


country team fought off a week of sickness to take second at district and qualify for state.  


They recovered and placed seventh in the state which placed them in the “championship” 


bracket.   Boys football lost in the first round of the state playoffs against a very good 


(and large) team from Nooksack Valley but still had, as Mr. Lambert says, one of his 


most rewarding years.  The girls soccer team also lost in the first round of the state 


playoffs but are very young and should be poised to make a big run next year. 


 


T Teachers-  Mr. Pust has been working with the vocational advisory 


committee and hopes to have the flat screen monitors up and running by the time of the 


board meeting.  We have community volunteers working to gather and organize the 


material on flash drives to run these monitors. 


 


Our navigation captains continue to meet and work hard to fine tune the navigation 


curriculum.  We previously taped many “high quality” student led conferences last spring 







and the captains have supplied DVD’s to all navigation groups for students to view, the 


best of the best, to help them improve their own conferences.  In addition the group has 


re-written the  rubric for the scoring of the conferences.  After gathering information 


from students and parents following the spring conferences there were a couple of areas 


that needed a shift in focus. 


 


A huge thank you to Kathy Bounds for her work on this years veterans day assembly.  


Once again I think it was fair to say that everyone there was moved by the presentation 


and the veterans who were there, especially Jeff Bounds who spoke and then donated his 


memorabilia for display in our school. 


S Students-  A congratulations and thank you to our band who did a wonderful 


job as the pep band this fall and who were just fantastic at Battleground district stadium 


for the playoff game.  In addition the band and the chorus just had their fall concert and 


there were huge numbers of compliments about the quality of both groups.   


 


And finally, our whole student body is doing a great job learning together, being good 


citizens and I am very proud of their focus this year.  Our classroom removals for 


disruption and off-task behavior as well as our incidents of major violations are all down 


significantly from previous years. 


 


 























November, 09 2009 


 


Mark Mansell, 


Superintendent La Center Schools 


 


Re: Math A implementation 


 


Mark,  
 


I want to catch you up to speed on the progress we are making in implementing Math A 


in a manner that allows for all students to be successful.  Our two teachers, Mrs. Croskrey 


and Mrs. Arave first came to me in about week five concerned that a larger proportion of 


Math A students were struggling with meeting the work habit expectations of the class 


and as a result were failing or getting low grades.  Our review of class assignments and 


in-class observations revealed that many students were not doing their homework, were 


not completing their tool kits and as a result were not performing well on assessments. 


 


In the last five weeks we have had many math department meetings to discuss this 


challenge and its causes as well as individual teacher meetings with myself and numerous 


classroom observations.  I have personally spoken to each of the class sections at least 


twice and in some cases four different times.  My focus, as has been our teachers focus 


has been two fold.  Learn from the students what barriers or issues they are having that 


are impacting their ability to be successful, and secondly, to motivate students to work 


harder and wiser in relationship to their study habits and homework. 


 


On our way to a solution that we believe will offer success to many students we have 


made many minor changes and accommodations based on student input that we believe 


are all positive.  As an example, teachers gave all students a free “make-up” weekend for 


their toolkits if they hadn’t completed or done well on them the first time around.  This 


allowed all students to erase low or zero scores with passing scores.   Teachers have 


across the board slowed the pace of the course to accommodate struggling students who 


need extra time to master the concepts.  We have begun offering tutoring specifically for 


Math A students every Tuesday and Thursday after school for an hour with Mr. Johnson 


and Wednesday morning for an hour with Mrs. Arave.  This is in addition to help which 


is always available to them normally before and after school with their own teacher. 


 


As a result of these and other efforts we have noticed an improvement in student work 


habits and grades in general.   However, we believe more systemic changes are needed to 
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insure on-going success for all students and for future transitions from middle to high 


school.   


  


The transitions issues will be addressed with Mr. Cooke and the middle school staff later 


this year to help insure that we try to minimize these issues with next years freshman.  


The systemic issues we believe can be solved by creating two new sections of Math A 


that will be called Bridge-B.  These two sections will be for the students that are 


struggling the most with the demands of this vigorous curriculum.  We already have 1 


section of Bridge math in place that uses the old IMP curriculum and was put in place 


purposely to meet the needs of the lowest math students in the freshman class.  We felt 


that this one section would be adequate for one year as we transitioned to Core-Plus.   


The two new sections will still use the Core-Plus curriculum but we will move at a much 


slower pace and because of the more uniform ability level of the students in these classes, 


staff will have a much easier time with instruction.   


 


I have a parent linkage meeting scheduled for Monday, November 23rd @6:30 in the 


high school library.  I have invited all Math A parents to meet with me so that I might 


learn their perspective on their students experience so far and to glean information for 


future changes and modifications.  I will be reviewing the class changes with them at this 


meeting as well.  Teachers will be meeting with students individually who are going to be 


moved to these new Bridge-B classes.  Our counseling department has done a remarkable 


job in a very short time to find acceptable changes for all affected students that will allow 


us to make the change effective on Monday, November 30th.   


 


I will continue to keep you informed as we move through this process and learn more 


about how to make every student successful.  I will add that Math B seems to be going 


very well. 


 


Thanks, Dave. 


 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 








Primary Board Report 
 


 


A Learning Community Works and Celebrates Together 


 


As we all know, we are lucky to live in such a great learning community.  Last night was 


another reminder.  We held our How Can We Help You In Math? –Meeting (also known 


as Math Community Support meeting).  Parents, community members, and staff worked 


together in the K-8 library to improve on staff ideas and create new ones in order to help 


support our students in math outside of school.  Great questions were brought up and 


wonderful ideas were discussed.  All involved marked three tally marks next to ideas they 


thought were most needed/critical to happen.  These ideas and feedback will be taken to 


our Thursday Math Leadership Team meeting so that we can start work on making 


effective math support outside school a reality.  I am excited to see how these impact our 


children and families. 


 


One popular idea was that of having parent support available online.  As mentioned in my 


previous report, Sharon Bussler had been working to create user-friendly student 


handbook links available on our website.  I am happy to say that these links have been 


available and used for over two weeks now.  We have already received positive feedback 


regarding these links.  Feedback was also given at last night’s meeting on how we can 


best advertise these links, how we can improve upon those available, and how we may be 


able to improve parent access to computers. 


 


With all the hard work going on in our learning community, it seems natural there should 


be some celebrations.  As mentioned previously, we have made changes to our Student of 


the Month celebrations in an effort to make them more meaningful and accessible for all 


involved.  We have been pleased with the positive feedback shared by community 


members.  In an effort to help us make our Student of the Month more meaningful, Josh 


Soske and family are providing a hearty, warm breakfast for students at our December 3 


celebration.  They are also helping us understand how to potentially continue the 


breakfasts economically and with minimal staff impact.  I look forward to experiencing 


students’ and families’ feelings as we celebrate together. 


 


Our staff has also worked to create and set up for a staff celebration on November 20.  


We are working together to provide food for a feast.  This is not just a “get a couple of 


cookies together” kind of get-together.  We will have two whole turkeys, all the 


trimmings, all kinds of desserts, and drinks.  It should be a great time.  I just hope the 


sleepy effects of eating turkey do not kick in until after our math professional 


development opportunity. 


 


 


Capacity, Collaboration, Contemplation 


These are three areas we are focusing many of our staff efforts this year.  You may notice 


that mentioned efforts can often fall under more than one area. 


 


Capacity 


We need to develop our staff capacity to effectively support our students in their math 


learning.  One recent effort to help in this area is that of our participating in a book study.  







Staff has requested master copies of the effective resources shared in the books.  Colleen 


Johnson, our effective learning coach, has worked to purchase binders and materials, 


make copies, and put it all together in binders for each staff member.  She is also working 


to prepare for another staff request from the book study, a Make and Take.  We will be 


participating in the Make and Take in January, where teachers work together to make 


activities and games for each other that they can then take to their classrooms for 


students. 


 


We are in our first implementation year with our math program, Investigations 2.  Our 


Math Leadership Team worked last year to choose the most effective program we could 


so that we could effectively support our students in their math learning.  Now that we are 


in our implementation faze, our roles need to change.  Math Leadership will be meeting 


on November 19 to discuss and make decisions on such things as how we will redesign 


our roles to best support our students and teachers in their math learning. 


 


Collaboration 


We are much more effective and our students benefit when we work together.  


Collaboration has been a great focus of ours.  One recent collaboration effort is that of 


vertical teaming on math (grade level teams working together to support one-another).  


As you know, our fifth grade teachers recently worked with our middle school teachers to 


discuss such things as how elementary students are entering middle school in math.  


What were their strengths/opportunities for growth?  All K-5 teams will do the same on 


November 20.  Each grade level team worked yesterday at our staff meetings to 


individually to discuss strengths and opportunities for growth of their incoming students.  


Discussions between grade level teams will take place on the 20
th


 so that teams can best 


understand where to continue their efforts and where to consider strengthening so that 


students will enter the next grade best prepared to be successful in learning math. 


 


We may have a large focus in math this year, but we do not want to lose the growth we 


have experienced in literacy learning.  Colleen Johnson is working to plan for team 


meetings to provide time for work to keep our effective philosophy and beliefs in the area 


of literacy and improve upon our efforts. 


 


Contemplation 


We have limited resources of such things as people, money, space, and time and need to 


be thoughtful in all we do.  Our November 20 early release will provide the opportunity 


to continue our grade level math lesson work to process prior to implementing and 


evaluate after efforts have been made and learned from.  All of this will be recorded on 


unit templates we have created so that math lessons and experiences can be utilized and 


improved upon in coming years. 













































































































































Coaching Contracts for Fall/Winter 2009-2010 School Year 


 


 


 


High School Coaching Contracts 


 Shelby DeKalb – “C” Team Volleyball Coach 


 Crystal Fuerst –  Girls Wrestling Event Supervisor 


 Herm VanWeerdhuizen – Head Boys Basketball Coach 


 Jeremy Ecklund – Assistant Boys Basketball Coach 


 Katie Stevens – Head Girls Basketball Coach 


 Steve Prewitt – Assistant Girls Basketball Coach 


 


High School Post Season Contracts 


 John Lambert – Head Football Coach 


 Matt Cooke – Assistant Football Coach 


 Chaka Kee – Assistant Football Coach 


 Rick Boyle – Assistant Football Coach 


 Randy Martinez – Assistant Football Coach 


 Heather Grotte – Head Volleyball Coach 


 Jason Grotte – Assistant Volleyball Coach 


 Herm VanWeerdhuizen – Girls Head Soccer Coach 


 Maria Cheeseman – Girls Assistant Soccer Coach 


 Dave Holmes – Head Cross Country Coach 


 Dennis Dykes – Assistant Cross Country Coach 


  


     


Middle School Coaching Contracts 


Football Assistant Coach – Neil Magnuson 


Football and Volleyball Score Clock - Mike Holland 


Wrestling Head Coach – Eric Wallway 


Wrestling Asst. Coach – Tom Rice 


Girls Basketball Head Coach – Rhonda Slinkard 


Girls Basketball Asst. Coach – Gary Hollingshead and Steve Schweikhart 


Kevin Macho – “C” Team Girls Basketball Coach 
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Monitoring Report - Executive Limitations Policy 


EL-14, Academic Program 


 


BOARD POLICY EXPECTATION 


The Superintendent shall not fail to adopt and develop an academic program for the district to 


enable students to meet content standards and to achieve the Board’s Ends policies.  


 


CERTIFICATION 


I hereby present my monitoring report on Executive Limitations Policy EL-14 “Academic 


Program” in accordance with the monitoring schedule set forth in board policy. I certify that 


the information contained in this report is true as of November 24
th


, 2009. 


       Mark Mansell, Superintendent 


 


SUPERINTENDENT’S INTERPRETATION OF POLICY 


I interpret the board’s expectation regarding the academic program of the district that it needs 


to be challenging, appropriate, and supportive to a wide-variety of learners.  The academic 


programs must also be regularly evaluated for effectiveness.  This policy also expects that I 


ensure the approved curriculum of the district is what the faculty teaches.  I further interpret 


this policy to expect appropriate and timely notification of pending significant changes and/or 


alterations to programs or course offerings to the board and stakeholders as required.  


REPORT 


 


There are four specific areas described in this policy.  The following will address each area of 


EL-14 as best as possible. At the time of this report, I believe that the district is in compliance 


with each of these Board expectations. 


 


1. The superintendent shall not fail to develop and implement an academic program 


that is research-based, provides access and challenge for all, is complete, is 


culturally responsive, comprehensively uses resources, encourages innovation, and 


considers class size and organization.  IN COMPLIANCE 
This past year involved a significant amount of work in the area of mathematics across 


the district to research, review and adopt.  Prior to consideration for adoption, all 


instructional materials were determined to meet minimum requirements as defined by 


NCLB as being scientifically research-based.  These materials were then reviewed 


through the lens of what the research states as the best instructional practice to support 


learners.  Specifically, staff began their work from a book study about best practices 


on how people learn math.  Guidelines established by such national organizations as 


National Science Teachers Association (NSTA) and National Council of Teachers of 


Mathematics (NCTM) as well as highly recognized research facilities such as 


Northwest Regional Educational Laboratories (NWREL) provided additional support 


in determining best practices.   
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Researching, reviewing and selecting curriculum is a critical step in the process, but it 


is only a part of it.  The instructional materials must then be integrated into the 


learning environment through the teacher in support of students.  Additional 


professional development has been and continues to be provided through both the 


traditional and non-traditional methods.  Staff has been working as a whole group 


through various avenues such as scheduled staff inservices as well as small group 


meetings.  Furthermore, staff has been working through the Lab Classroom Project to 


improve their practice and several of them have used math as examples of their 


instructional needs and improvements.  The district leadership team has also used 


math instruction as a focus of our own learning. 


 


Finally, selecting the instructional materials and supporting the teacher through 


professional development must lead to how does it work to help students.  Weaving 


together the professional development as an ongoing journey with collecting evidence 


of student success causes staff to reflect on their practice and change as necessary.  


This is the centerpiece of our learning to learn model.  If we can’t learn to improve our 


own practice as staff, then doesn’t it seem odd that we would expect students to learn 


when we fight it ourselves?  I have been pleased with how staff have really taken a 


hold of this concept and are extremely willing to change their practice and adjust in 


how they create learning environments when student evidence shows things are not 


working.  Evidence of this is the work the high school is doing relative to our Math A 


students.  In the elementary their work to redesign Math Club and incorporate 


SuccessMaker into the learning process are key examples of this systemic change 


when the student evidence of struggling occurs.  In short, we assume learners want to 


learn and if they don’t, then something with the learning environment needs to change. 


 


2. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure that faculty know and teach the adopted 


curriculum.  IN COMPLIANCE 
As stated in #1 above, I have clear evidence that staff is working hard to learn and 


harness the potential of our new math instructional materials.  Built around the 


concept of we need to make sure we are learning about our own practice if we expect 


to maximize the opportunity for students to learn, my greatest opportunity for learning 


is from the district leadership team.  We have spent the bulk of our meeting times 


focused on improving our own instructional practice and ability to learn.  This effort 


has allowed us to become better as instructionally focused leaders rather than simply 


managers.  This shift in our focus creates a learning drive that motivates us to own the 


curriculum along side of staff rather than simply provide quality control.  Evidence of 


this focus can clearly be seen each month in the principals’ board report. 


 


3. The superintendent shall not fail to ensure the regular monitoring and evaluation of 


the academic program and make appropriate modifications in practice and content.  


IN COMPLIANCE 
As stated above, within the math instructional material adoption process over the past 


year we made adjustments in our review, adoption and implementation processes and 


strategies.  We continue this work in order to provide the best instructional materials 


and instructional practices for students.  Our learning focus on our practice is based on 
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the evidence provided by students.  Without question, as a collective learning team of 


professionals we are meeting this expectation on a daily basis.   


 


I would like to seize this opportunity to point out the fact that this idea of regular 


monitoring and evaluation process is actually built upon the work of the board within 


the Policy Governance model.  The board leads the way in this work and it has begun 


to root this way of being throughout the entire organization.  As a volunteer board, you 


need to know the importance of your commitment to this process at the board level 


creates powerful motivation throughout the entire organization. 


 


4. The superintendent shall not fail to report to the Board (and provide sufficient 


advance notice to the public on) significant changes, deletions or addition of 


programs and courses of study.  IN COMPLIANCE 


Once again, this past year with the math instructional materials adoption and 


implementation process has provided significant energy from stakeholders (i.e. 


students, staff, parents and community members) behind this effort.  This energy 


stretched our thinking and tested our processes.  Without question this work has not 


always been neat and clean.  I’m okay with this because I believe that real learning 


and growth requires challenges that sometimes cause us to fail.  We clearly had some 


experiences over the past year that we would approach and address differently now 


than we did at the time.  For example, with the math implementation of Core-Plus at 


the high school, we should have done a better job of reaching out to and supporting 


parents in the transition.  We did the best that we knew at the moment, but I don’t 


think the lesson of needing to have greater parental engagement earlier has gone 


unnoticed. I am confident we have met the spirit of this expectation in board reports 


by principals, Bonnie Lock and myself, as well as in presentations and conversations 


indirectly and directly to the board.  
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Curriculum Director’s Report 
November 11, 2009 


 


 


The month of November is always extremely busy not only because of the two 


holidays, but the additional gearing up of school is over and staff members are 


beginning to identify more specific needs of their students. This brings out lots of 


questions and discussion about available resources. Therefore, most of my time when I 


am not teaching has been spent meeting with individual teachers and support staff to 


identify additional supplemental materials and resources to assist in meeting students’ 


needs.  


 


In addition, this is my sixth and final year working with the National Academy of 


Curriculum Leadership that requires me to be gone for a week in November. Although 


it creates more of a challenge for me, I have a great substitute who has previous 


experience teaching 6
th


 grade in La Center. So my students should be fine.  


 


ADOPTIONS: 


 


Social Studies CMAAC: 


Met on October 28, 2009. 


 


9-12 Health CMAAC: 


November 3, 2009, identified members of the 9-12 Health CMAAC met in the high 


school conference room to begin looking at the state recommended requirements for 


health education, the state legislative guidelines for sex education, and students 


concerns about the content presently being taught.  


 


As a result of the discussion, it was decided that we needed additional information 


about what is now being taught in 5-12 not only in our district but also in surrounding 


districts. We have started to gather that information and will have preliminary results 


out to the committee prior to the Thanksgiving holidays.  


 


Regional Science Think Tank: 


Thursday, November 12, I will be attending a Science Think Tank Meeting at ESD 112 


along with middle school science teacher, Laurie Cripe, high school science teacher, 


Amy Neiman and Mark Mansell. The purpose of this “think tank” will not only be to 


discuss and prioritize regional common issues, but also to identify specific steps that we 


can take together as a region to address our challenges. 


 


La Center over the years has been a leader in working to provide high quality science 


instruction for all children and ESD 112 has continued to work to support our efforts 


along with other districts in the region. Yet, it has been 17 years since we started the 


process and a lot has changed in those 17 years. Therefore this will provide us an 
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excellent opportunity to re-energize our efforts and hopefully address some of the new 


challenges we face.  


 


Some of the challenges that have been expressed across the region and that we also face 


here in La Center are: 


 


    * Time spent on science is low (overshadowed by math and reading at elementary) 


    * Need to move beyond the mechanical use of science kits 


    * Ongoing professional development is needed to improve pedagogical content 


knowledge 


    * How (and why) to integrate science with other subject areas? 


    * Teaching for understanding, not just WASL scores 


    * Strengthening the teaching of science big ideas across grade levels 


    * Support for more teacher collaboration time 


    * Improving the relevancy and impact of professional development activities 


    * How to better link classrooms to real world applications of science 


    * Using formative assessments to improve student understanding 


    * Building community/parent support for science 


    * Keeping students motivated and intellectually engaged 


 


As you read these, you may wonder if some of these challenges cross over into other 


content areas, such as social studies and health. I would say, yes. Some of these even 


cross over into math and language arts.  


 


The regional science consortium, SMERC, has continued to work with several different 


groups independently—curriculum directors, science liaison teachers, kit trainers, etc.— 


but this meeting will provide an opportunity for teachers, principals, and administrators 


with a broad representation of both grade level and district demographics, to meet 


together as a region to begin looking at some of these challenges.   


 


The goal for this meeting will be to inform the development of a regional plan of action 


for science that will guide regional activities over the coming years, providing valuable 


direction for our local science advocacy work and professional development offerings, 


as well as recommendations regarding the focus of potential new grant opportunities in 


the region. Yet my hope is that this will also assist us as a district to continue to develop 


resources to support students and staff in their learning and in meeting district Ends.  


 


 


  


 


 


 


  


 


 













Intermediate Elementary News! 
November 18, 2009 


 
The other day I was chatting with a 4


th
 grade student in my office about math.  He had some 


concerns about how to solve a particular problem in math.  He couldn’t explain the entire 


problem to me, but knew he wanted to talk with someone, possibly another student from his class, 


about how to solve that particular math problem.  In trying to guide him to someone in class that 


he looked up too, I asked ‘who do you believe is one of the smartest math students in your class?’  


The student looked confused.  I tried again, ‘who in class do you really think knows math so well 


that you could ask them for their help?’  Still confused (and this was my learning moment!) the 


student replied, ‘We all know math the same.’  He went on to inform me that everyone works 


together to understand how to do math.  He was confused on why I would ask who could do math 


‘the best.’  They all can!  So the real question of the day was ‘why do we believe some are 


smarter than others when everyone is discussing, problem solving and learning math.’  


 


What a great kid!  So isn’t this what we have been striving for?  As the staff continues to work 


with the idea of being the facilitator for student to student discussions, teachers are also asking 


questions that have students apply, analyze and evaluate their skills within the learning 


environment.  We are moving out of the age of rank ordering students.  Students are realizing 


how to problem solve, research and seek answers, and how to trust their peers when they 


contribute to the learning community.  The classroom environment is changing.  It is an exciting 


time for learners! 


 


As math learners, our staff is involved in book studies, grade level planning and vertical teaming 


discussions.  Sharing of ideas and having the opportunity to watch their colleagues teach is very 


rewarding.  In addition members of the Intermediate Lab Classroom have observed student 


learning in the team’s classrooms followed with in-depth discussions about improving the flow of 


information within cooperative learning groups.   


 


The Music Adoption Committee has met and created a mission statement and identified specific 


indicators that apply to all students in K-12 music programs.  Currently the elementary staff is 


working on identifying indicators that tie with K-4 grade bands which blend with the core 


concepts of the state standards.  The middle and high school teachers will follow this process, and 


then final input from the parents and students on the committee will meet for the final proposal.  


This is a year long process as we look at all the state standards and the CBA’s for implementation 


into the music K-12 curriculum. 


 


The Veteran’s Day Assembly was fantastic!  The entire assembly was student led, including 


performances from the entire student body, the 4/5 choir and student read essays.  Mr. Derrick 


Stabell was our guest speaker and he shared some of his experiences in the Air Force.  Many 


members of our community Veterans attended our celebration, as students were able to take a 


moment to thank our service men and women.  


 


Happy Thanksgiving! 


 


Carol Patton 


Intermediate Principal 


 








LA CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT #101


IMPACT FEE REPORT


AMOUNT NUMBER


TOTAL for 2009 (Jan.-Oct) $27,567.60 5


plus TOTAL for 2008 (January through December) $104,913.25 16


plus TOTAL for 2007 (January through December) $170,807.20 40


plus TOTAL for 2006 (January through December) $122,495.35 35


plus TOTAL for 2005 (January through December) $354,000.00 179


plus TOTAL for 2004 (January through December) $172,129.79 88


plus TOTAL for 2003 (January through December) $161,129.79 81 `


plus TOTAL for 2002 (January through December) $88,076.85 53


plus TOTAL for 2001 (January through December) $70,666.92 65


plus TOTAL for 2000 (January through December) $56,550.46 53


plus TOTAL for 1999 (January through December) $74,564.69 65


plus TOTAL for 1998 (January through December) $112,978.50 98


plus TOTAL for 1997 (January through December) $134,445.01 119


plus TOTAL for 1996 (January through December) $155,911.02 137


plus TOTAL for 1995 (April through December) $68,942.90 60


plus Sale of Property closed 5-30-95 deposited July '95 $5,545.47


plus Check from Aho Construction 10-30-95 $63,710.00


TOTAL Impact Fees/Property Sale $831,391.82 650


CAPITAL PROJECTS FUND: 2004-05 2005-06 2006-07 2007-08 2008-09 2009-10


Beginning Fund Balance: $352,378 $132,585 $64,011 $17,609 $45,298 $23,864


plus Revenues: $314,000 $195,841 $113,379 $140,265 $53,310 $6,892


minus Expenditures: ($533,793) ($203,406) ($125,382) ($4,023) ($1,418) ($2,490)


minus Non-voted Debt Pmt. ($61,009) ($34,400) ($108,552) ($73,326) $0


Ending Fund Balance: $132,585 $64,011 $17,609 $45,298 $23,864 $28,266


as of 10/31/09


No New Impact Fees Collected in October 2009
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LA CENTER SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 101 


BOARD OF DIRECTORS 


 


Minutes of Board Workshop  


Tuesday, November 10, 2009 


7:00 PM 


High School Library 


 


Present:  Mark Mansell, Melissa Miller, Bob Taylor, Wendy Chord and John Parsons 


Minutes taken by:  Laurie Kansanback 


Administrators Present:  Dave Holmes 


Guests:  Brian Deans & Josh Soske 


 


The meeting was called to order by Mrs. Miller at 7:00 pm. 


 


1.  Levy Discussion:  Dr. Mansell shared historical data from the 2006 Levy run and then shared current 


information pertaining to this Levy that will need to run this spring.  There was a great deal of 


discussion about how to determine what will be needed to maintain our current level of service to 


students.  The Board gave more direction to Dr. Mansell about information they believe will help with 


their decision making process as they work toward giving the Levy committee members guidelines to 


follow. 


 


2. Mr. Parsons and Mrs. Chord brought up some questions about the math curriculum at the high school.  It 


was determined that as the questions were not really about policy they would work with Mr. Holmes to 


get answers (as parents) to their questions. 


 


As this was a workshop meeting of the board, no action was taken. 


 


Meeting adjourned at 9:00 PM 


 


 


_______________________________  ____________________________ 


Member      Member 


 


_______________________________  ____________________________ 


Member      Member 


 


_______________________________  ____________________________ 


Member      Board Secretary 
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Monitoring Report - Executive Limitations Policy 


EL-12, Communications with the Public 


 


BOARD POLICY EXPECTATION 


The Superintendent shall not fail to prepare and execute a community/public relations plan 


nor fail to prepare annual school and district progress reports to the public. 


 


CERTIFICATION 


I hereby present my monitoring report on Executive Limitations Policy EL-12 


“Communications with the Public” in accordance with the monitoring schedule set forth in 


board policy. I certify that the information contained in this report is true as of November 24
th


, 


2009. 


         Mark Mansell, Superintendent 


 


SUPERINTENDENT’S INTERPRETATION OF POLICY 


I interpret the board’s expectation regarding communication with the public to mean that the 


district must make intentional and consistent efforts to communicate effectively with all 


stakeholders about the performance of the school district and the value it provides.  


Additionally, this expectation is founded on the board’s desire to build upon the trust and the 


goodwill the district enjoys with the community. 


REPORT 


 


There are seven specific areas described in this policy.  The following will address each 


specific area of EL-12 as best as possible. At the time of this report, I believe that the district 


is in full compliance with six of these Board expectations. 


 


1. The superintendent shall not fail to establish and maintain strong links with 


community support groups and key communicators to ensure they are kept informed 


and are predisposed to provide support within the community on critical district 


issues to include bond/levy needs.  IN COMPLIANCE 
As a district, we work hard to stay connected to stakeholders, support groups and key 


communicators.  We do this through a variety of sources including personal contact, 


phone calls, Power School (now Skyward), information meetings, open houses, 


community service activities and support of community activities.   


 


As examples of this effort over the past year, district staff has connected to community 


groups/organizations such as North Clark County Chamber, La Center Lions Club 


(health screening, Walk-n-Knock food drive, Fall Carnival, etc.), Elementary PTO, 


Middle School Parent Group, City of La Center, La Center ‘Our Days’ Festival, Clark 


County Youth Football, Lewis River Soccer Club, etc. The district’s offering of 


Community Education programs continues to be strong, and makes many positive 
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connections with students, parents and community members with the district beyond 


the traditional school day.  Each building connects with veterans through their 


Veterans Day programs in November.  We have also held a fall community meeting 


each of the last five years (2005 – Levy, 2006 – Growth Issues, 2007 – Facilities, 2008 


– Graduation Requirements and Growth Issues and 2009 – Fiscal Challenges Caused 


by State & Federal Budget Reductions) to gather feedback from stakeholders on 


district programs and seeking advise on direction.   


 


Each building works hard to connect to parents and community in many ways.  


 


ELEMENTARY: They hold open house and curriculum night, have extensive parent-


teacher conference efforts, seek parent “brainstorming” sessions for curriculum, 


library, police station and fire department through walking field trips, Spring 


Celebration, bulletin boards, Parent Support Nights, completion of their annual report 


that is available to the community along with a strong commitment to producing an 


informative weekly newsletter to name some of the many forms of communications 


and linkages with parents and the community. 


 


MIDDLE SCHOOL: They hold a welcome back BBQ for parents, involve parents in 


the decision making process, seek feedback and input through surveys, Parent-Teacher 


night, School Showcases, K-8 reader board, strong communication from the principal 


(via his newsletter and his parent email list) and through the completion of their 


annual report. 


 


HIGH SCHOOL: They connect with parents through their Parent Link newsletter, 


Parent Math Nights, building website, staff websites, extensive use of PowerSchool 


(and now Skyward) to communicate information to parents, use the connections 


through Navigation 101 to support students’ efforts to learn and choose their 


educational pathways along with the completion of their annual report. 


 


As superintendent, I have personally met with community groups and worked with 


many committed community members as part of past bond and levy campaigns.  I 


have also attended city council meetings, participated in community functions and 


serve as part of the La Center Lions Club.  Additionally, I have begun to communicate 


through a superintendent blog (www.talktothesuper.info) in an attempt to go into the 


digital arena.    


 


2. The superintendent shall not fail to publish and distribute a district newsletter at 


least twice a year, reserving a column for a “From the Board of Directors” article. 


IN COMPLIANCE 
The district has published two newsletters (one in the fall and one in the spring) during 


the 08/09 school year.  The fall newsletter for 2009 is about to go to press.  We are 


simply holding it up until the levy information is finalized.  All the newsletters have 


included space for “From the Board of Directors” article as expected. 
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3. The superintendent shall not fail to use multiple media resources including the 


district website to connect with the community and provide essential information.  


IN COMPLIANCE 
The district uses many forms of communication to provide information to students, 


parents and community about school successes, opportunities and future challenges.  


The website once again continues to serve as a key source of both current information 


as well as archival information for patrons.  We also use traditional methods of 


communication via newsletters, traditional letters, post card notices and the district’s 


reader board.  Additionally, the district continues to use the Connect-ED phone/email 


system to communicate with parents regarding emergency situations. 


 


In addition to the above-mentioned methods of communication, we have worked hard 


to provide information to area newspapers (Columbian and Reflector) as requested.  


Examples of stories La Center has been featured in include our NCLB status from last 


year’s WASL scores and La Center being the first district in the state to approve 


CORE 24 aligned graduation requirements. 


 


As superintendent, I have consistently made myself available to reporters to answer 


questions and promote our district. 


 


4. The superintendent shall not fail to promote and enhance the role and public profile 


of the board as the district’s principle connection with the community, and the 


community’s voice in governing the district. IN COMPLIANCE 
Throughout the course of my duties, I have the opportunity to represent the district in 


many different events and various meetings.  In many of these meetings, I have had 


the opportunity to promote the board and detail some of their actions as the governing 


body for the school district.   


 


As an example of this work, we have received many inquiries about our work with 


Policy Governance.  Furthermore, interest in the district’s new graduation 


requirements has been strong.  Finally, I was asked to speak at ESD 112 annual board 


retreat about professional learning communities.  All these examples are rooted in the 


work of the board as a learning team and the direction it has set to develop life-long 


learners. 


 


5. The superintendent shall not fail to include in the annual progress report student 


achievement data and graduation rates, disaggregated by gender, ethnic, 


socioeconomic, disability, and other categories, indicating student progress toward 


accomplishing the Board’s Ends policies. IN COMPLIANCE 


The district’s annual report is available on-line in the community section of the 


district’s website (www.lacenterschools.org).  As allowable by law, the information 


required of the section is included in my Ends-2 policy monitoring report that is 


available online.  Some data only represents a small number of students, and would 


potentially violate their right to privacy.  Therefore, if any information is left out it is 


only due to this situation. 
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6. The superintendent shall not fail to include in the annual progress report 


information about school and district strategies intended to address achievement 


problems and to accomplish the Board’s Ends policies. NOT IN FULL 


COMPLIANCE 


We made improvements in our annual report from the district level again this year.  I 


believe it is a better representation of the spectrum of overarching work that occurs at 


the district level.  With that said, our strategy for improvement is a building centered, 


but district-wide connection effort based on our learning to learn focus.  Reflecting on 


this specific expectation as I write this report, I believe I am not in compliance 


because of our articulation of specific strategies (i.e. strategic improvement plan) is 


not included in these reports.  Part of this is because I failed to be intentional about 


this communication, but part of it also is because of the nature of our work.  Without 


question I know this work is occurring and we are working hard in our own learning in 


support of students.  However, I believe I could have been far more intentional about 


this expectation.  Therefore, I am not in compliance for item 6 at this time. 


 


7. The superintendent shall not fail to include in the annual progress report revenues, 


expenditures, and costs of major programs and elements of district and school 


operations. IN COMPLIANCE 


As stated in number 5 above, the district’s annual report is available on-line in the 


community section of the district’s website (www.lacenterschools.org).  We have also 


expanded information on the website in many other areas.  This past year the district 


made the Evergreen Freedom Foundation’s Honor Roll for Transparency for our 


information sharing via the website. 








RS ONLY 17.00 17.00
17.00


TOTAL RS 33.00 31.00
32.00


RUNNING START OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE AVERAGE


Bilingual Stu. 11.00 22.00 21.00 21.50


* - Months in Average * * * * * * * *


SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY AVERAGE


GRADES 9-12 468.00 473.00 472.00
471.00


GRADES 7-8 249.00 248.00 249.00
248.67


GRADES 5-6 261.00 260.00 262.00
261.00


GRADE 4 135.00 136.00 136.00
135.67


GRADES 1-3 328.00 329.00 329.00
328.67


KINDERGARTEN 120.00 118.00 118.00
118.67


*** TOTALS 1,561.00 1,564.00 1,566.00 1,563.67


La Center S.D. No. 101 Clark County No. 06 E.S.D. 112


TWELFTH 102.00 105.00 105.00 104.00


ELEVENTH 100.00 101.00 105.00 102.00


TENTH 122.00 122.00 122.00 122.00


NINTH 144.00 145.00 140.00 143.00


EIGHTH 123.00 121.00 121.00 121.67


SEVENTH 126.00 127.00 128.00 127.00


SIXTH 131.00 131.00 133.00 131.67


FIFTH 130.00 129.00 129.00 129.33


FOURTH 135.00 136.00 136.00 135.67


THIRD 133.00 133.00 132.00 132.67


SECOND 97.00 99.00 100.00 98.67


FIRST 98.00 97.00 97.00 97.33


HALF-DY. 120.00 118.00 118.00 118.67


GRADES SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY AVERAGE


REPORT 1251H STATE OF WASHINGTON
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION


RUN NOV 16, 2009 @ 15:12


SUMMARY OF HEAD-COUNT ENROLLMENT AS REPORTED ON FORM P223 FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING 2010







SUMMARY OF HEAD-COUNT ENROLLMENT AS REPORTED ON FORM P223 FOR SCHOOL YEAR ENDING 2010


REPORT 1251H STATE OF WASHINGTON
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION


RUN NOV 16, 2009 @ 15:12


I hereby certify that all students are reported in accordance with enrollment reporting rules and instructions, and that supporting student
records are available for audit.


_________________________________________________
District Superintendent or Authorized Official
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Monitoring Report - Ends Policy  


E-2, Academic Achievement  


  


BOARD POLICY EXPECTATION  
The Board expects each student to develop the academic awareness and cognitive 


capabilities to be a successful learner in a complex and rapidly changing world. 


  


CERTIFICATION  
I hereby present my monitoring report on E-2 “Academic Achievement” in accordance 


with the monitoring schedule set forth in board policy. I certify that the information 


contained in this report is true as of November 24
th


, 2009.  


                Mark Mansell, Superintendent  


  


SUPERINTENDENT’S INTERPRETATION OF POLICY  
I interpret Academic Achievement to mean the board expects each student to graduate 


with the essential foundation of academic awareness and cognitive capabilities that will 


support their innate human need to learn for a lifetime. This will be met by students 


achievement of the graduation requirements of the district, which will include the 


necessary knowledge and skills needed to best prepare them for their chosen learning 


pathway. As a measure of student success along the journey towards graduation, student 


groups are expected to be above the state averages on the WASL and/or other state 


approved measurements for each grade level tested. Meeting these targets is the district’s 


responsibility to provide the educational opportunities for students to successfully prepare 


themselves to meet the challenges of a complex and rapidly changing world.   


 


REPORT  


There are four specific areas described in this policy. The following report will address 


each specific area of E-2 as best as possible. At the time of this report, I believe that the 


district is in compliance with the Board’s expectations on three of the four expectations. 


It is also important to know that the Board changed two of the following four 


expectations (#2 and #4) as well as the overarching E-2 expectation on October 27
th


, 


2009.  Because this change was less than a month ago, the evidence needed to fully 


support these expectations will need to be enhanced for next year. 


 


1. Read with comprehension, write with skill, and communicate effectively and 


responsibly in a variety of ways and settings (reading, writing, and 


communications). IN COMPLIANCE 
  


The following information is a breakdown of the state WASL scores for the 


grades tested (La Center School District compared to State Average).  


 


For the reading portion of the WASL, the district is above the state average in all 


grades.  The specific scores for each grade are as follows: 3
rd


 grade (77.1% to 


71.4%), 4
th


 grade (74.2% to 73.6%), 5
th


 grade (84.3% to 74.0%), 6
th


 
 


grade (73.8% 


to 72.0%), 7
th


 grade (70.1% to 59.3%), 8
th


 
 


grade (81% to 67.5%) and 10
th


 grade 
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(85.8% to 81.2%).  Last year we were below the state average for reading in 8
th


 
 


grade (61.2% to 65.9%) and 10
th


 grade (79.2% to 81.3%), so as you can see they 


have made solid improvement. 


 


For the writing portion of the WASL, the district is above the state average in all 


grades. The specific scores for each grade are as follows: 4
th


 grade (63.3% to 


60.4%), 7
th


 
 


grade (74.4% to 69.8%) and 10
th


 grade (90.8% to 86.7%).  Last year 


we were slightly below the state average for writing in 7
th


 grade (69.6% to 70.0%) 


and 10
th


 grade (86.1% to 86.2%). 


 


For the graduating class of 2009, 100% of the students were able to ultimately 


achieve success in passing both the reading and writing portion of the WASL or 


pass an alternative assessment.  


 


 


2. Effectively integrate the core concepts and principles of mathematics; social, 


physical, and life sciences; civics, history, geography; arts, health and fitness so as 


to support their specific learning pathway.  NOT IN FULL COMPLIANCE  
 


As stated previously, this expectation of this policy has been recently changed to 


include linking student work to support their specific learning pathway.  Since 


this is new and the student’s learning pathway model is also new, I don’t have 


specific evidence of this integration to cite at this time.  In the future, evidence 


will be collected relative to these changes in grades 6 through 12 where the 


pathway model begins to take shape.  For now, I have included evidence that has 


been used to document progress previously. 


 


The district has access to state WASL testing data in only two of the above 


academic areas. The following is a breakdown of these scores for the grades 


tested in a (La Center School District compared to State Average) format.  


 


For the mathematics portion of the WASL, the district is above the state average 


in 3
rd


 


grade (74.0% to 66.3%), 7
th


 


grade (56.4% to 51.8%), 8
th


 grade (52.9% to 


50.8%) and 10
th


 


grade (50.9% to 45.4%).  The district is below the state average 


in 4
th


 


grade (39.8% to 52.3%), 5
th


 grade (54.3% to 61.9%) and 6
th


 
 


grade (49.2% to 


50.9%).  Last year, the district had only 1 of 7 grades tested above the state 


average.  This year we have 4 of 7 above.  Of the three that are not testing above 


the state average, two continue to struggle (4
th


 and 5
th


), while 6
th


 made progress 


(49.2% this year compared to 42.6% last year).  We continue to work in this area 


and believe new curriculum, instructional focus and math support changes will 


show improvement in all three of these grade levels for next year.  


 


For the science portion of the WASL, the district is only above the state average 


in 8
th


 


grade (68.6% to 51.1%). The district is below the state average in 5
th


 grade 


(30.7% to 44.9%) and 10
th


 grade (35.0% to 38.8%).   Last year we also had only 1 


of 3 grades tested pass the science assessment (5
th


 grade).  To address this matter 
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we have initiated a full science program review across the district and engaged 


different staff in this process.  The state has also issued new science standards, 


which we have begun to review and integrate into our instruction.  ESD 112 and 


more specifically the Science & Math Education Resource Center (SMERC) has 


begun a review of its efforts to support struggling districts.  The piece that I am 


most interested in is our science kits that we use through out grades K-8.  I have 


also taken on the role of the science instructional support administrator and am 


learning a lot about our science program.  I will say with full confidence that I 


believe we have staff who are dedicated to creating the highest quality science 


learning environments for our students.  I have also seen direct evidence of their 


willingness and desire to change to meet this challenge.  I believe it simply is a 


matter of focusing our energy, curriculum and expertise to provide students with 


what they need to be successful science students. 


 


For the graduating class of 2009, 100% of the students were able to ultimately 


achieve success in passing the math portion of the WASL, pass an alternative 


assessment or demonstrate successful continued enrollment in math courses 


through their senior year to meet state requirements. 


 


3. Think analytically, logically and creatively, and integrate experiences and 


knowledge to form reasoned judgments and solve problems (critical thinking). 


IN COMPLIANCE  
 


As I have communicated to the board in my monthly superintendent reports, we 


have been working extremely hard at reframing our work as teachers and 


administrators around the concepts of learning and learning at a high cognitive 


level.  This focus has begun to translate into the classroom in how lessons are 


created for and in many cases by students.  Examples of this can be broad such as 


our work as learners with the various book studies on assessment or through our 


work within the five Lab Classroom Project (LCP) teams or professional learning 


community teams throughout the district.  Well over half of our certificated staff 


are involved in specific learning opportunities (e.g. book studies and LCP) to 


bring high cognitive demand lessons, activities and assessments into the 


classroom.  Beyond this, there are many other staff who are making significant 


efforts to change their practice with the support of building principals. 


In my learning walks in classrooms, I continue to see evidence of the transition 


from the traditional “content delivery” classroom where the teacher is the expert 


who provides the content through lecture towards more of a learning facilitator 


role where they create opportunities or classroom learning topographies for 


student to really have the opportunities to analyze, evaluate and create meaning 


using the content.  The goal is to help our students learn how to learn anything in 


more meaningful and efficient ways rather than simply being “biological file 


cabinets” to be filled up with knowledge.  Put another way, content is part of the 


“means” instead of the “ends”. 
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4. Connect the importance of work and how performance, effort, habits and decisions 


regarding school directly affect future learning opportunities within their specific 


career and educational pathway (work awareness and planning).   


IN COMPLIANCE  
 


We continue to engage in work designed to assist students’ connections between 


their course work and the future trajectory they are on relative to their post-


secondary learning choices. I believe one of the most important accomplishments 


with this work over the past year are the board’s new graduation requirements that 


includes the multiple pathway model (i.e. Technical, Academic and Honors 


pathways).  


This framework for linking coursework to a student’s preparation for their next 


step in learning is a further continuation of the concepts behind our Navigation 


101 program, which also continues to evolve over time.  Through student and 


staff input, Navigation has begun a process that I believe will build itself around 


the learning pathways students select.  One of the most powerful parts of the 


Navigation program continues to be student led conferences.  These too are and 


will continue to evolve over time, especially as our future vision for technology 


becomes a reality. 


Without question, we have lots to learn about how to fully tap the potential of 


these efforts, but I am pleased with the progress and the energy to meet this 


expectation.  Therefore, I believe that even though we have a ways to go I can say 


with confidence at this juncture we are in compliance with the intent of this 


expectation. 


 


 


 


 


 





